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INTRODUCTION
1.1 PRODUCT AND FUNCTION
The product that will be produced is a steel plate used at sos 
machine,it function is to hold the machine from power of effective 
action .
1.2 PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
This steel plate is square shape and the actual dimension as 
shown in figure 1 .It is made by mild steel which having 0.1 %  carbon 
.Because low carbon ,this plate very easy to cut and besides that it 
cheap and easily obtaind in market.
l
There are several methods to produce this plate and the 
suitablethe method known as blanking die.The latter names used 
because it ability to produce the plate in high amount and precise shape 
and dimension.The most important all is the low cost needed in 
producing the plate.
1.3 PRODI CTION PROCESS
3
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